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Abstract. For each class I’ of polyautomata networks (networks c:.xxposed of copies of a same 
finite automaton and connections from output terminals to irlprrt terininaiis of the copies), the 
firinlg squad synchronization problem (fssp) for 1’ IS naturally defined. Suppose that the fssp for r 
~YU a solution. For each network N in r, the minimal firing time of N is also naturally defined (the 
minimum value of the firing time of N when all the solutioras of the Essp for r are considered). We 
prove that the minimal fuing time of N does not decreiise even if we permit the use of infinite 
state automata as component automata of networks. We also give one characterization of the 
minimal firing time of N. For many classes I’, this characterization gives algorithms to calculate the 
minimal firing time of N for each given N. 
The original firing squad synchronization problem (fssp for short) [3] is the 
following problGnl_ W$ consider yolyautc:ma:a networks PJ&,~,~ of the form shown in 
Fig. 1 ~FZ 2 l> (“b?” in Nbl,n is an abbreviation of bilaterial line). Each cell (box in 
Fig. 1) pi i5 d copy of the same finite automaton A. The leftmost cell p1 is called the 
“general” cell of Nbl,n. 
The finite automaton A has two input terminals a 
value of each of its output terminals of A is the state of A at 
input r:erminal of L? in “Gpen” (for example, o 
“gene: al” cell p1) its value is a special value se ca 
of A ;,lt time t + 1 is completely determined by 
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values of ils two input terminals at time t. Among the states of A there are three 
different state!; s,.,, s,, sf called the quiescent state, the “general” state and the firing 
star;e respectively. If the state of A is sq and the value of each of its input terminals 
is either s, or se at time t, the state of .A must be dsq at time t + 1. 
At time 0 each@ pi of N b&n is set in the Vgeneral” state sg or the quiescent state 
s, according as pi is the “general” cell or not. Then the state of pi of NI,~,~ attime t is 
uniquely determined for each n (al), f(aO), and i (1 c i G n). 
The problem is to find a finite automaton A. such that for each n (al) there is a 
time tn such that for each i (16 i c n) and t (250) the state of pi of &I,~ at !iz..e t is 
the firing sta,te sf ar not according as t - t,, or t < tn. Such a finite automaton is called 
a solution of the problem and the uniquely determined time &, is called the firing 
time of A for &I,~. 
It is not difficult to show that there is a solution. For each n (al j the vctlue 
min(the firing time of A for Nb,,n 1 A is a solution} is c;llled the minimum firing time 
of sNTbi,n. If there is a so!ution A such that the firing time of A for &I,~ is the 
minimum firing ti.me of El b],n for all n (B l), A is called a time-optima1 solution. 
By the work of Goto and Waksman [&I we know that ihe minimum firing time of 
Nblqn is 1 or ?q -2 according as n = 1 or n 3 2 and that there is a time-optimal 
solution. 
In the present paper we consider general polyautomata networks not necessarily 
of the form shown in Fig. 1 (the network sho VT, in Fig. 3 is an example of such 
general polyautomata networks). Let r be a class of polyautomata networks. We 
can naturally define the fssp for E Concerning the fssp for r the following four 
problems arise naturally. 
Problem A. Has the fssp a solution for f? 
Problem B. (When Problem A has an affirmative answer.) What is the minimum 
firing time of a given network N in lY 
Problem C. (When Problem A has an affirmative answer.) Is there a time 
optimal solution? 
Problem B. (When Problem C has an affirmative answer.) What is the minimum 
value of m such that there is a tima-optimal solution with m states? 
The problem we consider in the present paper is Problem B. Under the assump- 
tion that the fssp for F has a solution we show one characterization of the minimum 
ting time of networks in ZY Using this characterization we can show that for many 
classes P we can effectively calculate the minimum firing time of each network N in 
IY We also give some examples of calculation of these values. 
is acd the next sections, by a, b, and k we denote some fixed 
at w 2 1, b b 1, an apameters of the fssp 
v:e cx%Ekier. 
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A network of type (a, b), or simply a network, is a tripk N == (P, pa,, C), w 
j7 is a finite set (of cells of N), (2) pg is an element of P (the “gelzeml” cell o 
C is a finite set of elements (connections of N) of the form (,o, i,, q, j)(p, q E 
1. e i 6 b, 1 s j s a) satisfying the condition: for each q and i there is at most one 
f:lement of the forrid (p, i, q, j). 
Intuiti=jely a cell is a copy of an automaton having 0 i y_~f terminak and b output 
terminals, and a conrxxtion (p, i, q, j) is a directed connec+,ion from the ith output 
terminal of a cell p IO the ,;th input terminal of a cell q. When there is no connection 
to an input terminal of a cell we say that the input terminal is crpa~ When there are 
m connectilons from an output terminal of a cell we call the numbzl yn the fapl -QW 
number of the output termina:. 
Let Q! t.le one of the words “finite” and “infinite” (or their abbreviations “fin” 
and “inf” respectively). An a! automaton of type (a. b, k), or simply an CY automaton, 
is a sextuple A = (S, s,, s,, F, se, A)., where (1) S is a set (of states of A), and if CY is 
the word “finite” then S is a finite set, (2) s, and s, are UWC, di’fferent elementq of S 
(the quiescent state and the “general” state cf A respectively). (3) ,F is a subset of 
S -{sq, s,; (the set of firing states of A j, (4) se is ati elemenl :hat IS no: in S (the 
external $ieaZ of A), and (5) h is a function (the transition j’uriction 1~6 A) that 
determines an element A (s, (rl, . . . , ra), (mi, . . . , mb)) of S for each s E S, ri E 
{se}u6xii,2,...,b}), and ml such tbr9 O<rni6k (l<i<a, lsjcb‘). 
Moreover the transition function must satisty ;hWW e condition: if s = s, and each r, is 
either se or of the form (sq, j)(l+ :S b) the value A(s, (~1~ . . . , r,), (r-n;, . . . , mb)) 
must be s,. 
Intuitively .4 has a input terminals and B output terminals. The value of the jth 
output terminal of A is the pair (s, j) -where ,s is the present siate of A. The l:zlue of 
an input terminal of A is the value of the (output erminal of another automaton 
with which it is connected. If the input terminal is open ars value is the external 
signal se. The stz$e of A at time t + 1 is completely determined by (i) the state s of ,4 
at time t, (iij the value ri of the rth input terminal of A at time t for each i 
(1 G i s a). #Lnd (iii) the value rn; = fik(m& for each j (1 sj s b), where yn, is tk 
fan-out rrdmber of the jth output terminal of A and fik is the fcliowing function 
m, if m (: k, 
h(m)= 
k, if msk, 
definition is as follows. For t = 0, s(p, 0, N, A) is so or s, according as p =pg or not. 
For ~0, s(p,t, N, A) is A(s(g, ~1, N, A), $1, L . . 9 bh ~h(ml~9 . . . 9 fi&@b)))* 
Were ri is se if the ith input terminall of p is open and is the pair (s(q, t - 1, N, A), j) 
if there is a connection from the jth output terminal of 4 to the ith input terminal of 
p (1s i s cz), and mj is the fan-out number of the jth output terminal of p (1 s j 6 
b)* 
We say that a cdli p&es at time t if s(p, t’, IV, A)QF for t’< t and s(p, 5, N, A)E 
F. W say that the network Nfiies at time t if all cells of N fire at t. In this case we 
denote the uniquely determined time t by ftime(N$ A). We call this time 
ftime(N, A) the firing time of A for 1% If there is no time t such that N fires at t, 
ftime (N, A) is undefined. 
Let r be a class of networks of type (a, b). By the cy state fssp for T’, or FS§P,(r) 
for short, we mean the problem of finding an u! automaton A of type (c, b, k) such 
that ftime(N, A) is defined for any network N in r Such an Q! automaton A is 
called a solution of FSSP,(r). ?-en FSSP,(n has a solution we denote the value 
min(ftime(N, A) 1 A is a solution of FSSP,(r);) by tmin, (N, I’) and we call this qvalue 
the mEmum fiting time of N. If there is a solution A of FSSP,(r) such that 
ftime(N, A) = tmin,(N, r) for any N in I’Y, we call such a solution A a time-luptimal 
solution of FSSP,(r). Note that FSSP,(r) and tmin, (N, r) depend on the inplicit 
parameters a, b, k. 
3. Characte~tion of tnd&(w, r) 
As we noted at the beginning of the previous section, also throughout in this 
section by a, b, anti k we denote some fixed integers such that a 2 1, 5 75 1, and 
A: 2 0 (the parameters of fssp). By a “network” we mean a network of type ((z, b) 
alnd by an “Q automaton” we mean an Q! automaton of type (a, b, k). Moreover we 
assume that T is a fixed class of networks of type (a, b) and that r contains at least 
one network that contains at least two cells. 
We define an infinite automaton A#)= (Sf, Q, G, Ff(r), E, hf). We 
call it the free automaton for IT The letter “f” in A,(r), Sf, F&), Af is an 
ztbbreviation of “Bee”. The components Q, G, E are three different letters. The 
nents Sf, rhf do not depend on K Only the component Ff(lJ depends 
e define the set Sf of states of Af(r) we define an infinite sequence 
. of sets of expressions composed of symbols Q, G, E, [ , 1, ( , ), 
ma,andintegers 1,2,.. .,=5,0,1, *. . , kg When X, Y are ;r;;is oi expressions, by 
1y we mean the set of expressions of the for (x, y ) with ,k c, YE x 
23 are sets of expressions uch that X n (1’ Z>=@ and r is an expr 
j, by S(U) we meart I if rEX and y if rE UXZ, r=(y,t). 
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(iv) at l.east one of s, S(ri), . . . , S(r,) is in T,). 
The set Sf is defined by St = Y’,c) Ti u Tz u - * I u ((2). We can easily show that if 
s E 7’t then t is the maximum dnpth of the matching parentheses 1 , ] in s, and that 
Q& Tz for each t. Hence Sf is the union of the mutuail!) disjoint sets 
To, Tr, 7’2, . . : , -WI. 
We define the value Af(s, (ri, . . . , r,), Iml. . . . , mi)) of the transition function At 
of At(r) ini the following way. 
case 1. All of s, &), . , . , 6(r,) are in {Q, E}. In this case A& (r,, . . . , ra), 
(d,..., mi)) is Q. 
Case ?. There is one t such that all of s, S(rr), . . . , S(r,) are in 7’, u{G, E) and at 
least one of them is in Y”+ In this case A&, (ri. . . . , r,), (m’l, . . . , mb)) is 
Is, (h, * * * , cz), (4, * - * , mb)] (note that in this case [s, (r,, . . . , r,), (dl. . , m6)] is 
in T,+i and consequently in St). 
Case 3. There ar-e two different values 11, tz such that one of s, S(rl), . . . , 6(r,) is in 
?‘,, and ano,.her is in Tr2* In this case A&, (rl, . . . , ra), (IPI;. . . , mb)) may be an 
arbitrary element of St (for example, Q) (note that in this case [s, (rl, . . . , r,), 
(d,..., m b)] is not in Sf). 
We have definc:d five components Sr, Q, G, E, ht of Af(T) = (S,, Q, G, Fdd‘), E, Af). 
Although we have not defined the set Ft(T), the state s(pl, t, N, AU)) is completely 
defined for edch network JV, each cell p of iv, and each time t because this state does 
not depend on the selection of Ft(T ). w’e denote this state s (p, t. N, A f(S )) by s&p, 1. 
N). It is >asy to show that st(p, t. N) is in 7’I u <a} for any p in M and f. 
The f8,110wing lemma shows that At(T) can simulate tht: beha!,iour ;>t iihl~, U 
automaton. 
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Proof. We define Q by the following rules: 
in the last rule (3), r: is sc if ri = E and (&), i) if ri = (s’, 1). The rules (2), (3) 
de& the va1u.e q(s) for s s S,-(Q) by the induction on t such that s E Tf. We can 
easily show that cp(s& t, Nj) = s(p, t, N, A) by the induction on t. This completes 
the praof. 
For s, s’ f &, we write s =d s’(r), or simply s =d s’, when there are a network N 
in r”, two cells p, p’ in N, and a time t such that st(p, t, N) = s and s&f’, t, N) = s’. 
We write s =s”(fj, or simply s ES’, when there is a sequence sr, . . . , A,, of states in 
& ln z i j such that (1 j s1 = s, (2j s, = s’, and ~[3) si cd si+r(r’) for each i, 1 Q i < II. 
We define the set Ft(r) of the firing states of A@‘) by A@‘)= (s E Sf 1 not 
$ * Q(r)). We: must prove that this set satisfies the conditions Q& Ff(F) and 
G& F&j, or equivalently Q = Q(n and 0 = Q(r). The condition Q = Q(r) is 
evident. The condition G = Q(f) holds true because we are supposing that .F’ 
contains at least one network that contains at least t:iro cells. 
Before we show properties of At(r) we explain the idea behind the definition of 
At(r). We suppose that each cell of a network is a very clever person. Each person 
collects as much information as possible concerning the structure of the network in 
which he is. Based on the collected information a person p guesses how another 
person p’ thinks. A person p also guesses how another person p’ guesses how 
another person p” thinks, and so on. Each person wants to tie as fast as possible. 
Hence he adopts the following firing strategy: when he cannot find a reason that he 
should trot tie, he fires. 
The free automaton A&-‘) is a formalization of this informal model. The state 
sf(p3 t, N) h essentially all the information a person p can collect at time t concera- 
ing the network N in which p is. 
lf &p, e, IV)= Q then at time t the person p finds a reason that he should not fire 
at the time. l?or example, suppose that sf(p, f, N) = sl, s1 zd s2, s2 =d s3, s1 Z Q, 
Q. Let Nf be a network in r, pi, qi be cells of Ni, and ti be a time such 
that Sa = s&i, ‘rip Ni), si+l= s&i, fi, Ni)(l c i c 2). The person p wiil guess as follows. 
““It is possibie: that I[ am pl of Nl and the time is tl becaslse in this, case all the 
i~~~~atio~ p1 can coibct SL.(PI, i’l, NI) coincides with the information 
sd=v(p, t, Nj) I have now. Tren there is another person ql in this network N1. All 
tl, Nx) = ~2. The person q1 wil.1 guess as 
2 and the time is t2 because in this case alll the 
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information p2 can collect s&2, t2, NE) coincid.es with the information sz I have 
now. Then there is another person q2 in this network Ns. All the information q2 can 
collect now is S&Z, t2, N2) = sj = 0. The person q? fill guess as follows. ‘?& the 
information I can collect now is Q. This means that ever, the fastcsf: signal from dx 
‘general5 cannot rea& iiie now. Hence I should not fire now (the md of the guess of 
112)“. Hence! 42 will not fire now. Hence I should not fire now (the end of the guess 
(If ql)“. Hence 41 will not fire now. Hence I should not fire now (the cDd of the guess 
of p)“. Thus if sf(p, ti, N)= Q then at time t the person p finds a reason that he 
should not fire at the time (see Fig. 2). Qn the contrary, if sf(p, t, N) = Q does not 
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hold true p cannot find such a reason in such a way, Hence the definition Ft(f’j = 
$8 E Sf 1 not s =i Q(r)) is a formalization of the ir$ormal firing strategy. 
Now we show some properties of A@‘). 
: 3.2,.~ If an ~infinite aumntitort A = (SF s,, s,, F, s,, A) is a soltkion of 
IT&?&F) then sl(p, ftimi(N, A), N) f F;(r) for aroy N in r and any p in IV. 
Pmaf. L,et A’ be the transition function defined by 
A’($, (r:rz, l . l , c,), (&. ti l .t m;)) 
‘A (s, (?I 
1 
,...,r&(m’l,...,mb)), ifstiFF, 
= Q, ifsEF 
and iet A’ be the infinite aut,Bmaton (S, s,, So, F, s,, A’). Then for any N in r and 
any p in N we have (1) s(p, t, A! A)= s(p, t, IV, A’)& F for t <ftime(N, A), (2) 
s(p, t, N, A)= s(p, t, iV, .A’)eF for t =ftime(N, A), and (3) s(p, t, N9 A’)= Q for 
t > ftime(N, A.!. Hence (4) A’ iis a solution of FSSP&J (5) ftime(N, A) = 
ftime(N, A’) for any N in K and (6) if N is in r, p, q are in N: and s(p, f, N, A’)E F 
then s(q, t, N, A’)E F. 
Let 9 be a mapping from Sf to S such that cp(sdp, t, IV))= s(p, t, N, A’) for any 
network N (not necess;lrily in n, p in N, and t. It is evident that q(Q) = sq and 
yr(G)=s, 
‘We can show that if s 1 =d s2 and q(sl) E F then &) E F. Suppose that s1 =d sz 
and q(s& F. Let N be.21 network in r, pl, p2 be cells in N, and t be a time such that 
~1 = s&l, t, Nj, s2 = s&2, t, Nj. Then S(PI, t, N A’) = rc+f(pl, t, NJ) = CQ(SI) E F. 
Hence we have q(s:~) = &sf(p2, t, N)) = s(p~, t, N, A’)E F by the property (6) of A’, 
Repeatedgy using this rqsult we can show that if s I= s2 and &I) E F then cp(s2) EF. 
Now we prove the lemma. Suppose that N is in r and p is in N. We have 
&(p, ftime(N, A j9 N)) = s(p, ftime(N, A), N, A’) = sip, ftime(X, A’), fir, A’)E F 
because A’ is a solution of FSSP&n and N is in r But cp(Q) = s&F. Hence 
sf(p, ftime(N, A), P!)= Q cannot hold true. This means sf(p, ftime(N, A), N)E 
FdZJ ?&is completes the proof. 
. 
3.3. If N is a network in r, p is a cell in N, and sf(p, t, N) E Ff(r) then fof 
any q in hr’ we have s&, t, N)E Ff(r). 
For any q in N we have sf(p, t, N)= sf(q, t, N). I-Ience sf(q, t, N)E! Ff(I’) is 
bEe because this would imply s&, t, N) = Q and co lsequently s&, I, N) = 
contradicting our assumption sffp, t, N)E Ff(r). This com@etes the proof. 
be a network. By a path of PLr we mean a sequence 
n, 6j of ecaio 
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each 16 i < n. We call the:: integer IZ the 1eng:h of this path and say that this path is a 
path from pr to iIn. For p, ‘11 in PJ we definr dist(p, 4, N) by the rules: (1) if p = q then 
gist@, 4, N)= 0, (2) if p #q and’there is at least one path of N from p to q then 
‘Aist(p, q, N) = nnin{Iength of u 1 u is a path of N frcm p to q}, and (3) ifp # q and there 
is no path of N from p to q then dist(,p, 4, N) = a~. We assume that a~00 and n <CO 
for any nxteger 12. We denote max{dist(p,, p, N)lp is in N) by radius (N). It is easy to 
show that N contains p such that S&J, t, N) = Q if and Dnly if radius (N)> t+ 1. 
For networks. N, N’, we write N =d N’(t, r), or simply N =d N’(t), when N and 
N’ are in r and there are p in N and p’ in N’ such that sf(p, t, IV)== S&J’, t, N’). We 
write N = N’($, r), or simply N = N’(f), when there is a sequence NI, . . . , N, of 
networks in r (n 2 1) such that (1) N1 = N, (2) Iv, = N’, and (3) Ni Ed Ni+l(f, lr) for 
each i, lci<n. 
Lemma 3.4. For any N in T’, q in N, and t the fol!otiing two conditions are 
equivalent: (1) st(q, t, N)E Ff(r>, (2) f or any N’ in r such &a/! M = N’(t, J’), radius 
(N’)=s t holds true. 
Proof, Pr oo: of (1) =$ (2). Suppose that sf(q, t, N) E Ff(T), N’ is in r? and N = N’(t). 
In order to prove that radius (N’) G t it suffices to prove that s&, t, N’) # Q for any 
p in A”. Suppose that p is an arbitrary cell of N’. Let N1, a s . , Iv,,, pi, 41, e . . , ~~-1, 
tt~“-.~ (n 2 1) be such G-rat Ni = N, N,, = N’, Ni is in r (14 i s ra), pi is in N,, 4; is in 
N i+l, and St!ipi, g, Ni, \- sf(qi, t, Ni+l) (1 s i <n). Let qo and p,, be 4 and p respec- 
til sly. Then we have sr(qi-1, t, Ni) sd &, t, Ni) (1 Q i d IT). Hence we have 
s~(~J, t, N)=s&, f* N1)=sf(p,, t, Ni)= S&Y, t, N’). This, together with s&, t, N)E 
P;;(T), show:? that s&, r, N’) f Q. 
The proof of (2)a (1). Suppose that for any N’ in r such that N = N’(t), radius 
(it”)st ho$ds true. Suppose that s is an arbitrary element. of Sr such that 
s&, t, Et’)= s. We prtive s # Q. 
Let sT,. . . , s,, N1,. . . , N,-I, pl, ql,. . . , p,-I, qn-lr II,. . . , ~1 (n 2 1) are such 
that s1 = stb, 1, N), sn = s, Ni is in r, pi and qi are in Ni, Sf(Pi, ti, Ni) = sI, and 
Sf(qi, 9, Ni’ = si+l(l c i < m). Let No, qo, and to be N, q, and t :e?pectively. Wc 
Sf(qi-1, fi- 19 Ni-I)= st(Pi, ti, Ni) for each i, 1 s a’ < ~1. 
Conskrler the condition: (C) t = ti and NE Ni(t). It is evident that t 
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Nm:.we consider ~FS§P&(T). The. following th’eorem answers Problem A, B, and 
C for FSSP&‘) introduced at the end of Secti0.n 1. 
Theorem 3.5. The following conditions (I)-(3 ) we equioaletit. 
(1) .‘FSSP&I’j’htd zz so?uti&n: ~ 1 r 
(2) A~~~~~'saOlutionOf~~~SFi~~;r)P 
(3) For-&y N ipt F there i,s t s&h that for any N’ in .r smh that N=N’(t, I’), 
radius(N-f)bs; t-M& true. 
R&n FSSP&n Iras a ~01uti0n At(f) is a time-optim@ so&ion of FSSPid(T”) 
a4 tminr&N9 r)=min{t) for any N’ in I’ such that N = N’(t, r), radius (N’)-c; t 
ho!% true) for any N in I’. 
Proof. Immediate from the preceding lemmas. 
We return to the problem FsSPh,(). The following theorem gives a relation 
between PSSPh(I’) and FSSPi,(r). 
Teem 3.4. If FSSP&pj has a! solution then tmin&N, r) = tmin&V, r) holds 
trueforanyNinE 
Proof. Suppose that FSSP&“) has a solution AI = (SI,, S,I, ssl, FI, sel, AI). Let NO 
be a network in r We construct a solution A of FSSP&f) such that ftime(N0, A) = 
tmin&No, I’). 
Let to be tminid(No, r). Then to = Itime(No, A@?). Lx:t AZ be the finite automa- 
ton (SZ, 0, G, & E, AZ) defined by 
s~=TouT~u”*~ua,u~~2}, 
F2 =Ftu-)n s2, 
h2(3, (b . . . , h), hi,. . . , dd) 
i 
Afb, 6-1 , l . . , Pa), (4.. . , d)>, 
= 3 hf(s, (rl , . . - 4, (mL #.. ,mk))E&, 
I Q, if A&, (rl, . . .., r=), (RI:, . . . , mb))&& 
(mt~ that each Z is a finite set and consequently & is a finite set). 
en for any N in T we have (1) s(p, t, IV, AZ) = s(p, t, N, At(r)) for t 6 to and (2) 
s(p, s, N, AZ) = Q for 1’ > to. Therefore if N is in r and each cell of N is a copy of A? 
then (3) if ftime(N* A&‘J)=s tc xhen N fires at itime ftime(N, A&)) and (4) if 
ftime(N, Ado)> to th.en each cell of N never fires. 
te aut on that simulates both Al, A2 and fires when at 
f&es. is in .k and each cell of is a copy of A then (5) if 
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ftime(N, At(r)& t,-, then Nfires at timefrimr~/V, A&J), and (6) if ftime(N, At(T))> 
to then N fires at time ftime(N, AI). Hence A is a solution of FSSP&!J such that 
ftime:(N, A) = ftim.e(N, Af(r)) if ftime(N, Af(T)) =G to. Especially ftimc (NoI A) ; 
d time(No, A#)) = tmini,f(No, r) because ftime(No, Af(T)) q = tmini,,r(iVb, r) = to. 
‘IXis completes the proof. 
This result gives an answer to Problem B for FSSPfi,(T) introduced at the erd of 
Section 1 as the f,Alowing corollaries show. 
CoroIIary 3.7, If FSSP&r) has a solution then tminf,n(N, r) = min{t 1 for a:ry ZV’ in 
rsuch that N = N’(t, k), radius(N’)s t holds trzze} for any N in r. 
Proof. Immediate from Theoxcm 3.5 and Theorem 2i.6. 
Corollary 3.8. Suppose that the class T’ satisfies the following conditionr : 
(1) FSSP&r) has a solution (and we know the structure of one solution), and 
(2) there is an algorithm that decides, fclr any given s, s’ in Sr, az+ether or not there 
are N in P; p., p’ in N, and t such that s = sr(p, t, N), s’ = sf(p’, t, N). Then 
(3) there is an algorithm that cali-tilates the value tmine,(N- r) for any given N iv 
r, and 
(4.) rftere is an algorithm that determines!, for any given N in r, the structure of a 
solution A of FSSP&) such that tmin&N, r) T f:in:e(-N, A). 
Proof. First we show that we can e%xtively determine the structure or 
Af(r)= (Sf, Q, G, F&J, E, Af). The components Q, 6, E are simply fhree ditlrrent 
letters. Although Sf is an infinite set WI: can effectivciy enumerate all of its 
elements. We can effectively calculate the value. A (s, (rl, . , . , r, ), (m ;, . . . , m b)) for 
any given s, rl, . . . , F~‘;, rni, . . . , m6. 
For aray giveii s in Sf we can effectively decide whether s E Ff(f) or not in the 
following w?., . If s = Q it is evident that se! Ff(r). Suppose that s is not Q. Ye can 
effectively calculate the value to such that s E T,O. It is evident that if s’ E T,, and 
s’ Sd s” p.ller-. s” E Tb CI {a}. Hence s& Ft(,!J if and only if there is a sequenw 
s1, . . . , s, of elements of T, u(Q) (n b 2) such that (i) s1 = s, (ii) s, = 
Si ‘d&+1, (1 G i < n), (iv) Si E TIG (1 d i -=L n), and (V) if i f j then S, I- ,F, [ 1 s i 5 14, 
1 ~j< n). Rut the number of sequences st, = . . , s,, of elements of T,,u {Cl) .:.‘itisfy- 
ing the conditions (i), (ii), (iv), (v) is finite sirlcc a,v(Q} is a finite set. and we can 
effectively list up all of these sequences. on (2) sa>s 8hili ‘;\‘C 
can e!Ie, Sively decide, for any given ele Its Si, Sit1 of SP, WheQ et- Si =d SE+ I :‘r mN. 
Hence for each sequence sl, . . . , :r,, satisfying the conditions (i), (ii). (iv), (v) we churn 
effectively decide whether it s e ~~~~~~~~~~ (iii1 or no;. &Icnr*e NC CdB:. 
effectively decide, for each s in r s E FAr:b 01’ R!F% 
,Nowsu,ppose th&a~n&wo~k & in r is given. When we regard each ceil of NO as 
a copy of A&J we can effectively simulate the behaviour of NO. Hence we can 
effectMy determine its firing time to =ftime(No, A&‘)), But this time to is 
‘~~~~h-~,~~~inan(NU1.~, Hence ..we, .can effectiv$ly ,calcuhite the value 
tmins,l’c;v,, n 
In the @roof of Theorem 3.6 we explained how to construct a solution A of 
FSSP~{:~ such that ftime(N&‘A)-= tmin&No, r). It is the finite automaton that 
simulates two finite automata Al, A;? and fires when at least one of them ties. We 
are supposing that we know alt least one solution of l?SSP&ZJ. We may select his 
solution as At. We can easily write down the structure of A2 based on the structure 
of Ai and the value to = tmin&N~, r). Hence we can effectively determine the 
structure of the finite automaton A. This completes the proof. 
4. 
In this section we apply our results to si>me special classes of networks. In the 
application we must manipulate many states of A#) of the form st(p, t, N). But 
states sr(p, f, N) are very lengthy expressions even for small values of t. Fc~r 
exmple, let the parameters a,b, k be 2,2, 1 respectively and let N be the network 
shown in fig. 3. Then the states &, f, N) are the following expressions. 
s&r, 0, N)= G 
st(p290, Nl = Q, 
&3,% N) = Q, 
s&a, 1, NJ= EG W 2), ~3, (1, (VI, 
&zs 1, NI = IQ, W, 0, (Q, 319 (0, 111, 
S&3,1, w = a 
&PI, 2, A?= [IG ((Q, 2),0, CL 0119 ((Q, 39 0, (1, WI, 
~tfh 2, W= [IQ, WC 11, (Q, 21). No, 01, 
W, ((Q, 219 0, (1.1 Oil, I), (Q, W, (0, 111, 
sh% XI= IQ, 0% (IQ, (6, 11, (Q, 2N, (0, 111,2)), 0, U, 
‘.*. 
*genersl” 
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To manipulate thest: expressions directly is \jery tedious. Therefore we use another 
method to represent states sf(~, t, N). 
Let N = (P, pp, C) be a network. For each p in N and t we define a tree-like 
diagram d; ( p9 t, N) in the following way. For t = 8, di (p, 0, PJ) is the letter G or C;j 
according as p =pg or not. The unique occurrence of G or Q in &(p, 0, N) is its 
root. Let pl be a cell in NY p be G or Q according als p = pg or not, mi be the fan-out 
number of the jth output terminal of p, and m j be the value fik(mi) (1 s j d 6). Let I 
be the set of i such that the ith input terminal of p is not open (1 s i s a), and for 
each i in I let pi and jj be such that there is a connection from the i,t.h output 
terminal of pi to the ith input terminal of p. If p = Q and di (pi, i,?;) = Q for all i in 
I, cl; (p, t t 1, N) is Q. The unique occ:irrence of Q in di (p, t -b 1, Pi j is its root. 
Otherwise d;(p, t + I, N) ccnsists of the following elements: (%I) an expression 
&A.. . 3 rn;) (the root of 2: {p, t T 1, N)), (2) [:?or each i in I) the diagram 
d;(pi, t, N) and an arrow from its root to p(m\, . . . , mb) with numbers ii and i 
written at the start point and the end point respectively, and (3) (for each i in 
(1 , s , . , a}- I) an arrow of a special form (see the foll:owing example in Fig. 4) 
entering &rn '1, . . . , rni) with the number i written at the end point. 
fig. 4. The values df(p, t, N) for the network OF Fig. 3. 
it is easy (we note th 
.K; Xabayashi 
qer &e that. gene~dly we Canriot determine s&, t, N) from Q!(p, f, N). Par 
example in Pig. 4 di(pl, 1, N)= &@I, 2, N) while sF(Pl, 1, N)f S&l s 2, N) 
(s&i, J,, N) is in TI and s&l, 2, -Nj is in Tz). 
Now we spply our results to some special classes of networks. The first class of 
~orlrs~-.we ;Fns4der is ,the dass.*~~ of strongly connected networks. We ca21 a
network &&r#y connectid w’hq .for any .pair p, p’ of diRerent cells of N there is 
a- :path ,of N- from. p to p’. By r% we denote the class of all strongly connected 
rq%works of type (ct, 5). 
We consider the case.where a= 2, b = I, k = 1 (k = P means that each automaton 
can determine for e,ach of its output terminals whether there is a connection from it 
or not), and show that in this case FSSPi,&& has no solution. Of course this result 
implies that R&P&~) has no so2ution. 
Let N be the network in I’= shrjwn in Fig. 5(a), By Theorem 3.5, in order to show 
that FSSP&?!) has no solution ;t suffices to show that for any t there is IV’ in iz 
such that E = N’(t) and radius(N’) 3 t + 1. As an example we select the cgtse t = 3 
and prove that there is N’ in r, such that N = N’ (3) and radius(N’) 2 4. The proof 
technique works for rdi f. 
‘general” 
ia) 
“general” 
Fig. 5. Two networks in r,. 
e the net+:fork in r, shown in Fig. 5(b). The state d&z, 3, .N) an.d the 
state b&2,3, N’) are the same (the state sihown in Fig. 6). Hence we have N =d N’ 
(3) and ~~n~~~~~~2y JV = N’ (3). &2oreover we have radi~s~N’~ = 4~. This completes 
the proof that F’ssP&f=) has do solution. 
An interesting problem is to find subclasses I’ of I’, such that F§SP&) has 
(for va.rious varies of the para eters a, b, k). The author obtained the 
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3 
G(1)’ 1 
\ a 
Fig. 6. The state df(p2, 3, IV) (=df(q2, 3, IV’)). 
following result for each case where a ~l,b~l,k=l:when~istheclassofall 
networks in r,, such that the fan-out number of any output terminal is at most 1, 
FSSP&P) has a solution [2]. 
The second class of networks we consider is the class rsc,bi of strongly connected 
networks with bilateral connections. For this class we suppose that two parameters 
a, b have a same value. We say that a network is a PL * I *+vmk with bilateral cormections 
when it satisfies the condition: if there is a connection from the ith output terminal 
of p to the jt-h input terminal of 4’ there is a connection from the jth output terminal 
of 4 to the ith input terminal of p (that is, each terminal works as both of input and 
output terminals and each connection csrries information in toth directions). By 
rsc,;bi we denote the class of all strongly connected networks of type (a, b) Gth 
bilateral connections. Note that RLW,(~~,ti) does not depend on the parameter- k.
This is because the fan-out number m of the ith output terminal of a cell Q is at 
most 1, and m = 1 if and only if the ith input terminal of p is not cr:gen. Hence 
FSSP, (_l’sc,,ia depends only on parameter a (= b). 
It is well known that FSSPG,(T,,,bi) has a solution 163, [7]. Moreover it is at 
di~fhcult to show that the assumptions of Corollary 3.8 are satisfied. Hence we can 
effectively calcuL.ue the value of tmin&V, rsC,bi) for any given M in rsc.t,i* 
As an exampie we con+% the case where a = b = 3 and calculate the value of 
tmine,(N, rj ,bi) for the network N in I vsc,bi s lown in Fig. 7(a). The algorithm for the 
calculaaiorl of tminE,(N, I’) obtained in the proof of Corollary 3.8 is very ine 
Hence w{: use Corollary 3.7 directly. 
Let W be th e network in _Z-‘sc,bi 
conseqcdently .?J = N’(t). 
radius(; 4 j = 1. IIence for any 
(a) *general” 
Fig. 7. TWO networks in I’w,bim 
of FSSI?~(~E,~) obtained in [6,7] are roughly proportional to the number n of cells 
in networks (4n -6 5 IS] and 2n in f7]). Romani improved these results for some 
special networks 15). Nishitani constructed a solution whose firing time is pro- 
portional to r = radius(N) (about 3r) f4’41. The firing time of his solution is optimal 
for networks whose “general” cells are (informally speaking) “at the centers of the 
networks”. 
The last class of networks we consider is the class rsc,za of strongly connected 
networks in the 2-dimensional array. For this class we suppose that parameters u, b 
are 4. We say that a network N = (P, pe, C) is a network in the 2-dimensional array 
when it satisfies the conditions: (1) P is a set of pairs of integers, (2) pn = (0, O), (3) 
i:&ch connection in C is of the form (p, i, q, i) (p, q E P, 1 G i c 4) (that is, the oatput 
terminal number and the input terminal number of a connection are the same), and 
(4) for ebtih p, q in P and i (1 d i s 4), (p, i, 1, i) is in C if and only if either i = 1 and 
q=p+(1,0), or i-2 and q=p+(O,l), or i=3 and q=p-(l,O), or i-4 and 
q=p-(0, 1) (here +, - denote the componentwise addition tind subtraction). In 
Fig. 8 we show the terminal numbers and the possible connections between cells. 
L--j 
Fig. 8. Ternhat numbers and possible connections in rscvae. 
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By rsc,za we dlenote the class of all strongly connected networks in the 2-dimen- 
sional array. Note that FSI’,P,(61sc,& does not depend on parameter k: by the same 
reason as .lhat Iwe explained for FSSP,(r,,& 
Since rsc.aa is a subclass of rsc,bi (with an appropriate change of terminal 
numbers), FSSPe,(rs& h,as a solution. The assumptions of Co‘rollary 3.8 are also 
satisfied. Hence we can eflectively calculate the value of tmin&N, fsc,& for any 
given 191 Zn rsc,i:a. We select the network N in rsk,za shown in Fig. 9 as an example 
and calculate the value oi tmine,(N, rsc,za). In Fig. 9 ( -:nd in the following figures) 
we represent a cell by a square and omit the connections between the cells. The 
hatched cell is th.e “general” celli. 
Fig. 9. k nztwxk in I-pc,2a. 
Let Nt(=N), Nz, N3, N4 be the networks in rsc,za shown in Fig. 10. In this figure 
an arrrj~: with (t, p, q) between Nj and Ni means that st(p, t, Ni) = st(q, E, Ni) and 
consequently Ni =dNj(t). Hence we have NE N4 (29). Moreover radius(N4 = 
30 2 :‘9. Thus it is evident that for any t - ZZ 29 there is IV’ i,n rscvLa such that N g N’ 
(t) and radius(N’) 3 t + 1. 
N,( =N) 
(29,P , Pz! EWF! p3 If-4 Pz 
i29,P,, PJ) 
N6 N,(=N) xi, 
I (3O.P,, P,o) t 1 (3Q.P,3 9 P Ii 
N7 
Fig. 11. All the networks N’ such that N = N’ (30). 
Y ’ 9 
We note that when N’ is the network in I’ =,za shown in Fig. 12 the value of 
tmin&N’, I+,4 is 33. Both of N and N’ have the same length and both of them 
have th& “ general” cells at their centers. Hence by properly “bending” N’, the 
minimum firing time tmin&N’, dac.4 decreases (another example of this 
phenomenon can be found in [l]). 
Fig. 12. Another network in rw,2a. 
ents 
:, 
~v~ra~ d~~u~sions with Prof. and Prof. W. Nishio ere very valuable. 1 
f-m its ~~.~~~~t for : 
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